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USER EXPERIENCE, MOBILE FRIENDLY AND CLEARER OVERVIEW ARE THE KEYWORDS BEHIND THE 
NEW WEBSITE
Welcome to our new website, www.bmtest.dk, designed to make it easier for our customers. 
The layout has been redesigned and completely reprogrammed in order to modernise and 
create a responsive website which means that it looks good on all devices (desktops, tablets, 
and phones). The content is available in English and Danish.

Easier navigation
The new website offers a quick overview of the latest news, products and materials. The product 
pages contains a product description as well as additional information such as brochures, photos 
and films.  Furthermore it is possible to generate a pdf document on each product containing 
all product data. We have also gathered selected references and a collection of downloads.

The find distributor tool allows for an overview of our representation all over the world with 
contact information on all of our distributors.

Toolbox for distributors
Under “Toolbox” authorised distributors can login and find materials for use in their marketing 
and installation of BM products.

We are proud of our new website and we hope that our customers and partners will enjoy it. Our 
aim is that it should be easy, clear and a pleasure to navigate the site.

Click to visit bmtest.dk
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After 46 years of New Zealand 
ownership by the Higgins family, 
Sulco Tools and Equipment 
has announced that GPC 
Asia Pacific has acquired the 
business and assets of Sulco, 
including their Auckland 
based automotive equipment 
operation and national Tool 
Van sales fleet. 

Sulco will now join the GPC Asia 
Pacific Australasian portfolio of 
businesses, operating as part of 
Genuine Parts Company, the 
global leader in the automotive 
aftermarket.

The key attributes that 
attracted GPC Asia Pacific to 
Sulco were its highly respected 
customer-focused team and its 
unique product and customer 
offerings. GPC AP recognises 
and respects the history and 
achievements of Sulco, and 
are thrilled and privileged to 
have the opportunity to be 
part of their exciting future.

GPC AP will be exploring 
opportunities to: 
• Invest in inventory and new 

product ranges
• Expand distribution
• Continue to grow the 

business

You can be secure in the 
knowledge that Sulco will 
continue to grow from strength 
to strength having partnered 
with a global leader who 
excels in the distribution of 
tools, equipment, aftermarket 
parts and accessories.  The 
existing management team 

BM DISTRIBUTOR: SULCO Ltd, NEW ZEALAND

are continuing with Sulco and 
are committed to the ongoing 
success of the business. 

MORE THAN 20 YEARS WITH BM 
TEST EQUIPMENT
Sulco started with BM in 1995 and 
has shared in the development 
of a number of BM products 
including the BM3010 mobile 
car brake tester, BM5200 light 
truck above ground model 
and the supply of the BM20200 
brake tester for the VTNZ mobile 
inspection system. 

In 2008 the New Zealand 
transport authority NZTA 
introduced laden roller brake 
testing to 60% of design 
axle weight. To meet this 
requirement BM developed the 
unique Chassis Load Simulation 
System, which today is installed 
in more than 40 PTI sites in New 
Zealand for and used with the 
mandatory periodic 6 monthly 

vehicle inspection test for 
vehicles over 3500kg. 

INTRODUCING BM18200 LIFTING 
ROLLER BED
Earlier this year Sulco won a 
tender from VINZ (Vehicle 
Identification NZ) for a new 
vertical lift roller bed for load 
simulating unladen axles for 
COF B testing. 

The new model BM18200 
vertical lift roller bed brake 
tester offers a wide appeal 
with its maximum lift height, 
increased axle weight 
capacity, choice of motor sizes 
and configurations as well as 
being offered as an upgrade to 
existing roller bed installations 
including Maha models IW4, 
IW7 and BM’s own BM12200 
static roller beds. This solution 
supplied with the BM Flexcheck 
software and new Android 
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app on wireless tablet with be 
commissioned November 2017 
in NZ. 

Brett Higgins of Sulco is very 
excited for the future of Sulco 
under the new ownership of 
GPC AP and very much enjoys 
“thinking outside the box” 

BM is continuously investing in 
automating the production. 
Previous investments have 
been in Plasma cutting 
machinery, Mazek machines 
etc. 

Next step has been an 
investment in a handling 
robot from Universal Robots for 
handling of objects in our CNC 
milling machines and lathes. 
The robot is Danish produced 
and has a lifting capacity of 
10 kg. Mads Piilgaard, Factory 
Manager at BM, says: ”We 
chose this robot due to the 
fact that it is easy to program 

NEW ROBOT ARM FOR PRODUCTION 

On November 2nd Finn 
Brøndum could celebrate his 
35 years anniversary with BM. 

Finn has been a major part of the 
40 year history of the company 
and has been involved in 
production, mounting, sales 
and many more tasks over the 
years. 

The anniversay was celebrated 
at BM head-quarters in Møldrup 
on November 3rd with Finns 

35 YEARS WITH BM AUTOTEKNIK
colleagues and his family. 

Congratulations to Finn and 
we hope for many more years 
of history with you and BM. 

for finding solutions to deliver 
to clients like VINZ. With the 
introduction of the new model 
BM18200, please pardon the 
pun, “the only way is up”.

SULCO Ltd

E-mail: equipment@sulco.co.nz
Web: www.sulco.co.nz

by manual guiding it by hand 
where after it copies the 
movements. It is also possible to 
program it through a handheld 
Teach Pendant. The robot 
does not need any shielding 
and therefore it is a very flexible 
solution.” 

The robot is easily moved 
between different working 
stations with a pallet truck and 
is therefore easily assigned to 
new assignments. The latest 
adjustment has been adding 
vacuum suction for handling 
objects.

”We hope to achieve a greater 
flexibility and larger utilization of 
our machine resources in order 
to liberate human operators to 
other assignments,” says Mads 
Piilgaard.

Click to see a video with the 
robot. 

https://youtu.be/52TGy7h6U1c
https://youtu.be/52TGy7h6U1c


CONTACT
BM AUTOTEKNIK A/S
Erhvervsparken 7
DK-9632 Møldrup
Denmark
Tel.: +45 8669 2022
www.bmtest.dk 

For further information concerning the 
products mentioned in this newsletter, 
please contact:

• Sales Director, Michael K. Larsen 
michael@bmtest.dk

• Sales Manager DK, Martin Larsen 
martin@bmtest.dk

For further information, ideas or 
questions regarding the newsletter, 
please contact:

• Marketing Coordinator,  
Monica B. Christiansen 
monica@bmtest.dk

UAB BM Test Equipment was 
founded in 2009 and the 
company has its main office in 
the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius.
UAB BM Test Equipment offers a 
wide range of equipment and 
service customers like technical 
inspection stations, vehicle 
dealers and independent 
garages. For technical 
inspection stations, they are 
supplying complete lanes 
together with the BM FlexCheck 
PTI software. 

MOBILE ROAD SITE 
INSPECTION SYSTEM
In April 2013, the Government 
of Lithuania commissioned 
The State Road Transport 
Inspectorate of Lithuania to 
conduct road site control of 
the technical condition of light- 
and heavy vehicles. 

Since 2013 The State Road 
Transport Inspectorate (VKTI) 
has purchased total 5 x 
mobile systems with trailers. 

BM DISTRIBUTOR: 
UAB BM TEST EQUIPMENT, LITHUANIA

Each mobile system consists 
of a trailer with the BM20200 
mobile brake tester, generator, 
emission tester, headlight tester, 
PTI tools and Windows software.

During spring 2016 the VKTI 
purchased the most recent 
mobile vehicle inspection 
system. This system includes 
the new trailer design from BM 
Autoteknik A/S consisting of a 
3-axle trailer with total capacity 
of 3.500 kg and with a strong 
aluminum hard top. The inside 
of the trailer is conveniently 
designed for road site inspection 
with generator, office desk, 
integrated LED light and all the 
mobile test equipment.

Using such modern verification 
mechanisms, will not only help 
reduce the workforce costs of 
the inspectors, but also improve 
the quality of work, while at the 
same time ensuring greater 
road safety. 

Two years ago, the Government 
of Lithuania commissioned 
VKTI to control the technical 
condition of the transport of 
passengers and goods by road 
on the roads. Until then, the 
verification was done visually. In 
2016 VKTI staff inspected 13,625 
vehicles, which is planned to 
increase to 15.800 vehicles in 
2017.

Experts believe that the 
modern inspection of the 
technical condition of vehicles, 
not only in fixed centers, but 
also on roads, will change the 
situation of accidents in the 
country. Minister of Transport, 
A. Butkevičius says “I think that 
by investing in such advanced 
technology, we are going the 
right way”.

UAB BM Test Equipment

E-mail: info@bmtest.lt
Web: www.bmtest.lt
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